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Abstract
The P3(00) event-related potential (ERP) was elicited in 80 normal, right-handed male subjects using a simple auditory
stimulus discrimination task, with electroencephalographic
(EEG) activity recorded at 19 electrodes. P300 amplitude was
larger over the right compared to left hemisphere electrode sites primarily at anterior-medial locations (F3/4, C3/4) for
both target and standard stimuli. The NIOO, P200, and N200 components also demonstrated several similar, albeit less
robust, hemispheric asymmetries. No hemispheric effects for P300 latency were observed, with few consistent latency
findings for any of the other components obtained. The results suggest that the discrimination process underlying P300
generation may originate with right frontal activation.
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When an auditory ‘oddball’ paradigm is used to
elicit the P3(00) event-related brain potential (ERP),
subjects are required to discriminate
between two
stimuli that vary on some dimension by responding
to a designated target stimulus. The P300 often is
measured at the central (Fz, Cz, Pz) electrode sites
with lateral electrodes typically not assessed, since
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Auditory

stimulus

the midline scalp distribution
provides substantial
information
about the attentional and mnestic processes thought to contribute
to P300 generation
(Donchin et al., 1986; Donchin and Coles, 1988;
Johnson, 1993; Picton, 1992). However, relatively
little is known about its possible hemispheric differences asymmetries, perhaps because of the typically
small ERP amplitude hemispheric asymmetries observed (e.g., Brown et al., 1985; Molfese et al.,
1975; Neville,
1980), which may originate from
inadequate numbers or placement of electrodes and
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the often small, inhomogenous
samples employed in
ERP studies that have reported laterality effects
(Donchin et al., 1977). Although cognitive hemispheric differences are observed readily using behavioral techniques for auditory (Kimura, 1993; Ivry and
Lebby, 19931, visual (Sergent, 1991; Hellige, 1993;
Polich, 1993a), and tactile (O’Boyle et al., 1987;
Reitan et al., 1992) stimuli, hemispheric asymmetries
for late endogenous components such as the P300
and N4(00) have been found primarily with verbal
tasks in the visual modality (e.g., Friedman et al.,
1975; Kutas and Hillyard,
1982; Kutas and Van
Petten, 1988). Thus, lateralization of the P300 and
other cognitive ERPs has been observed for some
tasks, but not in all modalities.
Several recent studies that utilized multiple scalp
electrodes have suggested that hemispheric
amplitude differences for the P300 ERP from an auditory
oddball paradigm may exist, such that P300 amplitude from the right hemisphere is larger than that
from the left hemisphere (cf. Kamiski and Blair,
1989; Holinger et al., 1992; Naumann et al., 1992).
However, these effects seem to occur primarily at the
anterior and central locations, which is somewhat
surprising given that the P300 is usually largest over
parietal areas (Johnson, 1989; Polich, 1989) - at
least for young adult subjects (cf. Friedman et al.,
1993; Vesco et al., 1993). Moreover, although P300
hemispheric
asymmetries
have been reported they
are not completely consistent in their strength or
location. The sources of these discrepancies are unclear but are likely related to the nonhomogeneous
samples that are compromised by a lack of control
over variables that can affect laterality differences
(e.g., left/right
handedness, male/female
subjects,
etc.), the relatively small samples are typically employed (e.g., n = IO-20), and the use of linked ears
or mastoids as a reference (this method does not
appear to affect asymmetry magnitudes appreciably,
but it has caused some controversy in this area; cf.
Andino et al., 1990; Faux et al., 1990; Nunez, 1981;
Senulis and Davidson, 1989). When taken together,
previous studies suggest a possible P300 hemispheric
difference for nonlateralized
stimulus presentations
and simple discrimination
tasks, but the nature of
these effects is uncertain.
The present study was designed to determine in a
comprehensive fashion whether the P300 component
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from an auditory oddball task is hemispherically
asymmetric. If laterality differences for the P300 and
other components can be demonstrated, such asymmetries may help disentangle the possible influences
of neuroanatomical
factors on ERP morphology (Ford
et al., 1994; Myslobodsky et al., 1989; Pfefferbaum
and Rosenbloom, 1989). Furthermore, these data also
may be helpful in the evaluation
of ERP scalp
distribution
changes that occur with normal aging
and clinical disorders (Holinger et al., 1992; Pfefferbaum et al., 1989; Ford and Pfefferbaum,
1991;
Polich, 1993b; Polich and Luckritz, 19951.
A total of 80 young adult right-handed
males
(mean = 22.6, SD = 1.8 years) served as subjects for
pecuniary remuneration, with several laboratories using the same equipment and methods contributing to
the data set (cf. Alexander et al., 1994). Males were
used exclusively to maximize the likelihood of obtaining
cognitive
based hemispheric
differences
(Halpem, 1992). Based on responses to a comprehensive survey, all subjects reported an absence of
psychiatric or neurologic problems and were screened
for alcohol and drug use. Handedness was evaluated
by a self-report questionnaire,
derived from standard
assessment methods (Bryden, 19771, that assessed
use of dominant hand, foot, and eye use on a variety
of tasks in addition to experimenter observation of
writing, with all subjects reported being strongly
right-handed.
EEG activity was recorded monopolarly using an
EC1 electrode-cap
at 19 electrode sites (FP1/2,
F3/4, C3/4, P3/4, F7/8, T7/8, P7/8, 01/2, Fz,
Cz, Pz) referred to the nose, with a forehead ground
and impedances
at 5 k0
or less. Electra-ocular
(EOG) activity was assessed with two channels referenced to the nose. One electrode was placed at the
outer canthus of the left eye to measure vertical eye
movement and the second electrode was located on
the forehead to monitor horizontal eye movement.
The filter bandpass was 0.02-50 Hz (3 dB down, 6
dB octave/slope)
and the EEG was digitized at 3.9
ms/point
for 1500 ms, with a 187 ms prestimulus
baseline. ERP data were averaged on-line, with the
same computer also used to control the stimulus
presentation and artifact rejection. Trials on which
the EEG or EOG exceed +73.3 PV were rejected
automatically.
ERPs were elicited with 400 auditory binaurally
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presented stimuli consisting of 600 Hz (standard)
and 1600 Hz (target) tones presented at 60 dB SPL
(10 ms r/f, 60 ms plateau). The interstimulus interval was 1.5 s and the target tone occurred randomly
with a probability of 0.125. Subjects were instructed
to press a key pad with their forefinger whenever a
target tone was detected and to refrain from responding when the standard tone was presented. Response
hand was counterbalanced across subjects. Stimulus
presentation was concluded when 25 target and 75
standard artifact-free stimuli were acquired.
All analyses of variance employed GreenhouseGeisser corrections to adjust for violations of the
sphericity assumption inherent in repeated measures
designs. Only probability values from corrected df
are reported here. Task performance was virtually
perfect with fewer than 2% of the target trials rejected and/or misperceived across subjects. Mean
response time CRT) to the target stimulus taken over
all subjects was 379 ms. Waveforms for both target
and standard stimuli were analyzed visually by iden-

tifying amplitudes and latencies of the NlOO, P200,
N200, and P300 components at each electrode site
by locating the most negative or positive component
within the latency windows of 75-125, 100-200,
125-275, and 250-450 ms, respectively. Amplitude
was measured relative to the prestimulus baseline,
with peak latency defined as the time point of maximum positive or negative amplitude within the latency window.
Results for the midline electrode sites (Fz, Cz, Pz)
have been reported elsewhere as part of a large-scale
study on inter-laboratory reliability and will not be
considered further (Alexander et al., 1994). To assess within-hemisphere effects the left lateral (F7,
T7, W), left medial (F3, T3, P3), right medial (F4,
T4, P4), and right lateral (F8, T8, P8) electrode
locations were analyzed (preliminary evaluation indicated that the Fp1/2 and 01/2 electrode sites
yielded no hemispheric effects). Additional analyses
of peak latency found no reliable P3 hemispheric
results and only a few inconsistent effects for the
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other components.
Because virtually all of the latency data demonstrated no hemispheric asymmetry
of apparent consequence, analyses of these data are
not reported. Finally, the anterior-to-posterior
amplitude changes stemming from the electrode factor
were highly significant for all components, and the
statistical outcomes for the main effects of this factor
were not reported, although any interactions
with
hemispheric factors were specified. Statistical analyses were performed on the amplitude data such that
the same anterior-to-posterior
locations (frontal, central, parietal) were employed for both the medial
(F3/4,
C3/4,
P3/4)
and lateral @7/8,
T7/8,
P7/8) electrode sites. The grand average ERP waveforms for the target and standard stimuli at each
anterior-to-posterior
electrode position for the medial
and lateral sites are presented in Fig. 1. Note that
P300 amplitudes are larger for the right frontal-central
compared to the left sided recording locations.
The mean P300 amplitudes for each hemisphere
and medial/lateral
location from the target and standard stimuli as a function of electrode position are
presented in Fig. 2. Appreciable differences between

sites.

the hemispheric
electrode sites were observed in
addition to the typical increase in P300 amplitude
from the frontal to parietal electrode sites. A threefactor
(hemisphere X medial/lateral
location X
electrode) analysis of variance was performed on the
P300 amplitude data from each electrode for the
target and standard stimuli separately. For target
stimuli, P300 amplitude was larger overall for the
right hemisphere compared to left hemisphere locations, F( 1,79) = 6.6, p < 0.02. This hemispheric
asymmetry was produced primarily by the medial
locations as indicated by a two-way interaction between medial/lateral
location and electrode, F( 1,79)
= 7.0, p < 0.02. Hemispheric
differences in P300
amplitude favoring the right hemisphere also were
larger for the medial compared to lateral locations
over the frontal and central relative to parietal electrode sites and produced a three-way interaction
between these factors, F(1,158) = 16.8, p < 0.001.
For standard stimuli P300 amplitude also was larger
over the right hemisphere compared to the left hemisphere locations, F( 1,79)= 17.7, p < 0.001. In contrast to the target stimuli effects, the standard stimuli
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Fig. 2. Mean P3 amplitude
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demonstrated
stronger hemispheric asymmetries for
the lateral rather than medial locations, F(1,79) =
10.5, p < 0.002. However, both the target and standard stimuli produced highly similar patterns of P300
hemispheric asymmetry.
To assess the relative strengths of the P300 amplitude hemispheric differences, two-factor (hemisphere
x electrode) analyses of variance were performed on
the data from the medial and lateral locations separately. P300 amplitude from target stimuli recorded
at medial locations was larger over the right hemisphere, F(1,79) = 12.4, p < 0.001. P300 amplitude
asymmetry was greater at the frontal compared to
parietal electrode sites to yield a significant interaction between the hemisphere and electrode factors,
F(1,158) = 13.2,
p < 0.001.
P300
amplitude
recorded at lateral recording sites evinced no hemispheric differences, but an interaction between hemisphere and electrode similar to that observed for the
target stimuli was found, F(1,158) = 6.5, p < 0.01.
For standard
stimuli P300 amplitude was greater
over the right hemisphere for both medial, F(1,79)
= 9.4, p < 0.01, and lateral, F(1,79)=
19.8, p <
0.001, locations.
The NlOO, P200, and N200 components are illustrated in Fig. 1. Preliminary three-factor (hemisphere
X medial/lateral
location X electrode) analyses of
variance applied to these data revealed a number of
interactions
between the hemisphere
and medial/
lateral location factors. To simplify presentation, only
the statistically reliable effects from the two-factor
(hemisphere
X electrode)
analyses
for each
medial/lateral
location for both target and standard
stimuli are described.
NI amplitude from the target stimuli at medial
locations was larger over the left compared to right
hemisphere locations, F(1,79) = 4.2, p < 0.05, with
this asymmetry greater at the posterior compared to
anterior electrodes,
F(1,158) = 6.4, p < 0.01. Nl
amplitude from the standard stimuli was larger over
the left compared to right hemisphere primarily for
the central and parietal electrode sites to produce an
interaction
between the hemisphere
and electrode
factors, F(1,158) = 3.4, p < 0.05. P2 amplitude
from the standard stimuli at medial locations was
larger over the left compared to right hemisphere,
F(1,79) = 7.8, p < 0.01. This effect was stronger
primarily at the central and posterior electrode loca-
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tions to yield an interaction between the hemisphere
and electrode factors, F(1,158) = 5.0, p < 0.02. No
significant effects were found for the target stimuli.
N2 amplitude from the target stimuli at lateral locations was larger over the right compared to left
hemisphere,
F(1,79) = 4.9, p < 0.05. N2 amplitude
from the standard stimuli at the medial locations was
larger over the right compared to left hemisphere,
F(1,79) = 4.0, p < 0.05.
P300
amplitude
from
an auditory
oddball
paradigm was found to be consistently larger over
the right hemisphere
frontal and central electrode
sites for both target and standard stimuli waveforms.
Since this right hemisphere
amplitude asymmetry
was observed for both stimulus categories, these
lateralized P300 amplitude effects are not likely originating from differences
in task response requirements. The magnitude of the P300 hemispheric amplitude asymmetry
was about l-2
PV and was
statistically
very robust for the large sample of
right-handed male subjects employed in the present
study, since over 70% of the subjects exhibited this
right-hemisphere
asymmetry.
When taken together
with previous studies (Karniski and Blair, 1989;
Holinger et al., 1992; Naumann et al., 1992), it is
reasonable to assume that these amplitude asymmetries are reflecting fundamental
hemispheric differences for P300 generation. The amplitude asymmetries observed for the NlOO, P200, and N200 components were generally weaker and more variable compared to the P300 component.
These effects may
reflect the orientation of the specific neural generators for each of these components
(Picton et al.,
1974; Polich and Starr, 19831, although their relationship to the stronger asymmetries observed for the
P300 component is uncertain.
The sources of these ERP asymmetries are not
known. It could be argued that structural differences
in brain morphology,
skull thickness, and cranial
irregularities contribute to the P300 hemispheric amplitude variations observed, since it is known that
such factors can affect ERP amplitude. For example,
plagiocephaly
or the underlying brain configuration
associated with lateralized cranial deformities consists of a counterclockwise
torque in which the left
occipital pole flattens and the right frontal locations
are larger and often protrude forward (Simpson and
David, 1986; Daniel et al., 1989). The resulting
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hemispheric difference in neural mass may therefore
produce electrophysiological
asymmetries
by redirecting current flow through the skull, such that
larger amplitudes are recorded over locations that
contain more cellular volume and/or have thinner
skull widths (cf. Ford et al., 1994; Pfefferbaum and
Rosenbloom,
1989). Although a plausible explanation, measurable plagiocephaly occurs only in about
10% of the population (Binnie et al., 1982). Further,
only a slight and apparently unstable relationship
between skull thickness and occipital EEG alpha
asymmetry has been reported (Myslobodsky
et al.,
19911, with strong indications
that plagiocephaly
affects the occipital recording sites more than the
symmetrical, central, parietal, and temporal recording locations (Chui and Damasio, 1980; Myslobodsky et al., 1989). Thus, the lateralized effects found
for P300 amplitude at the frontal and central locations are most likely unrelated to structural differences in skull and brain morphology.
Alternatively,
it is possible to speculate that fundamental differences in the cognitive processing used
to discriminate the target and standard stimuli would
contribute to the larger P300 amplitudes from the
right hemisphere. Although the theoretical interpretation of the P300 is debated, the most prominent view
posits that this ERP component reflects a developing
representation
within short-term memory (Donchin
et al., 1986; Donchin and Coles, 1988). This hypothesis dovetails nicely with the results of human ERP
lesion studies, which have suggested that multiple
neural generators most likely originating
from
portions of temporal-parietal
cortex - are involved
in P300 production (Johnson, 1989; Knight et al.,
1989; Yamaguchi and Knight, 1990). Further, very
surprising or alerting stimuli will produce a P3a
subcomponent
that is of maximum amplitude over a
frontal/central
electrode sites and occurs before the
parietal P3b elicited with an oddball paradigm (cf.
Squires et al., 1975; Courchesne et al., 1975; Polich,
1988). The P3a appears to originate from the frontal
lobe, reflects initial signal evaluation,
and readily
habituates (Roth, 1973; Ford et al., 1976; Knight,
1984X When the stimulus is subsequently processed
in memory, the central/parietal
canonical P3b is
generated (Knight, 1990; Polich and Squire, 1993),
so that both empirical and theoretical reasons indicate that at least two different ERPs comprise ‘the
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P300’ component, and that these different subcomponents have distinct neuroanatomical
generators
(Johnson, 1993; Picton, 1992).
If this portrait of the neural and theoretical mechanisms for P300 generation is approximately correct,
the right hemisphere
amplitude
superiorities
observed in the present study could stem in part from
neural activity related to the processing of the incoming signal in a manner similar to effects observed
using positron emission tomography (Posner and Petersen, 1990). Discriminating
the target from the
standard stimulus may initiate right frontal engagement, because it requires the consistent application
of attentional focus - a major attribute of frontal
lobe function (Pardo et al., 1991; Posner, 1992). The
larger right compared to left P300 amplitudes for the
target stimuli relative to the smaller asymmetry observed for the standard stimuli support this view. The
reason for the diminution
of these effects at the
parietal locations is not clear, but may stem from
localized decision processes that govern response
production.
In addition, because the P300 is the
largest of the ERP components elicited in this task
situation, its asymmetric generation might also contribute to the laterality effects obtained for the other
components. When taken in concert with the possible
contribution
of the functional asymmetries outlined
above, the P300 hemispheric
differences observed
for the auditory oddball paradigm in the present
study may be reflecting attention allocation during
the early phases of stimulus processing. Thus, P300
amplitude asymmetries
may be a relatively more
precise manifestation
of context updating processes
than are midline recordings because the this component is initiated in the right frontal lobe areas.
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